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ShedTitan Ultra Premium Pet Shedding Brush 

REDUCES SHEDDING UP TO 90%! - With just a 10-15 minute session with the ShedTitan DeShedder once

a week you can Drastically Reduce the Pet Hair that is constantly deposited on your Floor, Furniture, Clothes,

and Car.

Click the Image Directly ^^^Above^^^ for More Information, Current Pricing and Availability.INCLUDES MASSAGING CURRY BATH BRUSH - This Unique

Bundle Makes Your ShedTitan Anti-Shedding System Complete. It will empower you to remove even more loose hair, and will aid in creating a rich lather and deep

down clean when used for bath. It also gently massages your pet while helping to stimulate campillaries which aid in the natural oil production of your pet's coat.

UNIQUE EXTRA LARGE ROUNDED 4" Blade - Brush works well on all pets. including dogs, cats, rabbits, as well as horses. - But really excels at deshedding cats

and short to medium hair dogs that weigh 50-120 llbs. This includes breeds like Labrador Retriever, Rottweiler, Boxer, Bull Dog, Mastiff, Husky, German Shepherd,

Great Dane, Australian Cattle Dog, and many others. If this describes your pet than we are sure you and your pet will love it. REDUCES SHEDDING UP TO 90%! -

With just a 10-15 minute session with the ShedTitan DeShedder once a week you can Drastically Reduce the Pet Hair that is constantly deposited on your Floor,

Furniture, Clothes, and Car. PREMIUM FEATURES OF DESHEDDER THAT DRAMATICALLY REDUCE SHEDDING WHILE SAVING TIME - Unique

Rounded Edge - We have found the rounded edge blade to be more effective compared to a straight edge. This is because it conforms to your pet's rounded body and

removes more hair with less strokes. - Fur Ejector Button - easily removes loose hair from tool. - Ergonomic grip handle - makes tool easy to grip - Blade Release

Button - for easy blade removal 100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED - In the unlikely event that you are not 100% SATISFIED we will send a refund or

replacement. - YOU CAN BUY WITH 100% CONFIDENCE! - YOUR SATISFACTION IS ALWAYS GUARANTEED! Product

DescriptionSize:BundleGSDsiteDo you have a large dog that sheds a lot?Does your house sometimes look like it got hit by a massive fur storm during shedding

season?Are you getting frustrated and looking for a product that will really help you to gain control over your pet's shedding while improving the health of your pet at

the same time?If this describes you then you are definitely going to want to check out the New ShedTitan Ultra Premium Pet Deshedder.Like other deshedders, it

works by gently removing the loose hair from your pet's undercoat before it falls out and gets deposited all over your house.But what really makes it stand out

compared to other deshedders is its premium quality and its many innovative unique features.ShedTitan's Features:(1)Rounded Edge - (It's unique rounded edge

conforms to your pet's rounded body.Why is this helpful? - Because with each stroke you will cover a larger surface area of your pet's body enabling you to remove

more hair with less strokes which will dramatically decrease skin irritation.)(2)Fur Ejector Button - (With the push of a button you can easily eject the fur from the

deshedder's blade. This makes for easy cleaning and it really saves time when brushing)(3)Ergonomic Grip Handle - (Makes tool easy to grip and quite comfortable

to use.)(4)Blade Release Button - (Quickly remove and replace a blade
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